Abstract-Many data mining and machine learning algorithms require databases in which objects are described by discrete attributes. However, it is very common that the attributes are in the ratio or interval scales. I n order to apply these algorithms, the original attrihntes.must he transformed into the nominal or ordinal scale via discretization. An appropriate transformation is crucial because of the large influence-on the. results obtained from data mining procedures. This paper presents a hybrid technique for the simultaneous supervised discretization of continuous attributes, based on Evolutionary Algorithms, in particular, Evolution Strategies (ES), which is combined with Rough Set Theory and Information Theory. The purpose i s to construct a discretization scheme for all continuous attributes simultaneonsly.(i.e.
Introduction
Many data mining and machine learning algorithms [Qui891 [CN89] [FKYY6] require data in which objects are described by sets of discrete attrihutes. In practice, however, a great number of attributes are.of a continuous nature, as they come from measurements, senso ?, etc. (e.g. temperature, weight) . Therefore in order to use these algorithms, the continuous attributes must he transformed into discrete, hut the way in which it is done have a large impact on the results obtained by the data mining techniques.
Several techniques have been proposed for both the supervised and. unsupervised case .[ And731 [Ker92I.[FI931, [MRMCOO] . In the former one, the class information of the studied objects is available and can be used for guiding the discretization process. Algorithms like k-means, ChiMerge and partition using Minimal Description Length Principle (MDLP) IF1931 belong to this famijy and are.popular. However, they were formulated for transforming only one continuous attribute at a time. Further, the number of classes or intervals for partitioning the attribute must be set forth in advance (e.g. k-means), and in others, some significance level must be established (e.g. ChiMerge). Usually these parameters are given by the expert or found using other techniques. In the multivariate case these techniques perform the discretization in an attribute-wise manner. That is, each variable is transformed separately. However, with this approach the inter-relations within the prediction attributes is not taking into account. In real world data,.attributes are usually interrelated in subtle, non-linear ways, and redundancies of different degrees are.present. Therefore, the discretization of each attribute independently of the others may lead to important information losses, thus increasing the chance of missing interesting relations in the knowledge discovery process.
This paper presents a hybrid technique for the simultaneous supervised discretization of continuous attributes, based on evolutionary algorithms (in particular, Evolution Strategies (ES) [Rec73] [Bac91]): It also uses Rough Set Theory [Paw821 [Paw911 and Information Theory, as is done in in.. ductive learning [Qui861 [Qui96] . The purpose is to generate a global discretization scheme for all continuous attributes simultaneously by exploiting the inter-attribute relations, in addition to the dependency between the class variable and each attribute. Class predictability is maximized w.r.t a given criterium by relating the discrete classes constructed for the predictor attributes with the classes of the decision attribute. A discretization of a continuous attribute is given by a crisp partition of io, range by a set of real values (cut points). The cardinality of this set determines the number of classes into which the given attribute is to be partitioned, and the cut-points, the intervals defining each class. A joint (global) discretization scheme for a set of attributes is given by the number of classes in which each particular attribute is partitioned, and the set of cut points defining them.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the discretization problem. Section 3 approaches discretization from an evolutionaly algorithms perspective (focussing on evolution strategies), and presents algorithms based on three criteria. Section 4 presents three different experiments performed with different data sets and Section 5 discusses the results obtained, as well as comparisons with two classical discretization methods. The conclusions are presented in Section 6. Discretizations can be defined in many ways. Here a Discretization is considered to be given by a collection of parametrized functions pi, 1 5 i 5 n of the form: V ; ,et), where@, is a set of parameters.
The Simultaneous Discretization of Numeric Attributes
These functions map the sets of domains of the attributes in A , to those in Ad and leads to a global discretization, in the sense that the transformation of a particular attribute depends on all of them. In the particular case in which V: = pi(V;; , f l i ) the discretization is attribute-wise or local. Global or local discretizations can be easily constructed . The ChiMerge method is a statistically based approach for attribute-wise discretization. At the beginning it places each numeric value into its own class and merge them according to a x2 test applied to neighboring classes. The hypothesis tested is that two adjacent classes are independent, which is based on the comparison between the expected and observed frequencies of values found in the corresponding classes. The merging procedure is applied until a $threshold is reached.
The MDLP was applied to the discretization problem in [FI93] within a recursive entropy minimlzation heuristic for controlling the generation of decision trees. A coding scheme is defined which enables the comparison of information gains obtained with different cut points of the studied attribute. in terms of their codified lengths. Then, they are accepted or rejected according to the MDLP criterium. These two methods will be used for compararing the ESbased discretizations introduced in the next section. 
An Evolution Strategy Approach to Simultaneous
Evolution Strategies are naturally suited for building EAbased supervised global discretization algorithms because of their representation scheme (real-valued vectors), and their power in function optimization [VMEOO] [VMPOO].
Classical Evolution Strategies
The elements composing an ES algorithm are: i) generation of the initial population, ii) recombination mechanisms, iii) mutation, iv) selection mechanisms, v) termination criteria.
where p is the population size, X is the number of offsprings produced in each generation, 1 is the number of triplets (variables, U > 01) for each individual, R is the replacement policy
Rf is the fitness function, X is a recombination operator, Au is the incremenddecrement value for modifying the standard deviation U of each individual, A0 is the incremenddecrement value for the parameter controlling the correlation of deviations, and r is a termination criterium. ES are well suited for solving optimization problems in complex systems. The individuals are n-dimensional vectors 5 E En, with some additional parameters. Given an objective function P : W n + W, having vectors as arguments (the individuals), the fitness function @ is identified with F, that is @(a) = F ( 2 ) . In Evolution Strategies the individuals have the form Z = (a, a:
where 5 is the object variable component, a is the vector of standard deviations and h the vector of rotation angles. 
The space of the individuals is I = W" x W" x$?'(n-ll'* Mutation is an asexual operator mjr.T,.n) : I ' 4 .IA and produces a triple (Z', a', G') which in compact notation ism(7.T,.D) = (:, :, a) =(Z',Z',G') 
Recombination
These operator creates an individual a' = (Z', U ' , a') from a population P ( t ) E 1 ' . If indices S a n d T denote two randomly chosen parents, the index T, indicates that T has to be resampled for each value of i . -j E 10: 1 1 is an uniform random variable,.resampled for each value of i when it appears in the form 7~. Some operators are: ( a ) no recombination (3;s.J , (b) discrete (zs;? or ZT.?), (cj discrete panmictic
Selection
Basically there are two variants: ( p f A) selects the p best individuals from the union of the parents and the offsprings in order to form the next generation. ( p , A) selects the p best from the X oFfsprings (requires p <'A).
_ _

Termination Criteria
Typical criteria used for terminating ES algorithms are: i j reaching a given number of generations, iij surpassing a maximum computation time, iii) obtaining an individual with a fitness equal or better than a given threshold, iv) the absolutc or relative difference in fitness between the best and worst individuals is under a given threshold, and v) an absolute or relative difference measure between the best individuals in successive generations (it indicates the lack of significant improvement of the algorithm (stagnation), if it falls under a preset threshold). 
Some Extensions of the Classical Algorithm
This paper introduces several additional features with respect to those described in the classical algorithm and they are integrated in the actual software implementation used in this research. These extensions are heuristic mechanisms oriented to improve the search robustness, cover a broader portion of the search space, improve the speed.of convergence and introduce more flexibility.
Mutation based on a Cauchy distribution: As suggested in [YLY7] mutation according to a Cauchy distribution provides broader tails; increasing the mutation probability and helping to evade local extrema.
Different approaches for generating initial populations. ( i j generation of X random individuals (increasing the number of elements benefits the search for a global optimum); (iij uniform distribution within the search space (a more homogeneous coverage benefits the optimum search); (iiij placement of the initial individuals at or near to the boundaries of the search space (if the optimum is within the hypervolume defined by them, in principle it could be reached by new individuals obtained with continuous recombination operators); (iv) cluster of the initial population around a specific point in the search space [Schsl] , (it enables a comparison with classical optimization methods starting with an initial approximation).
Fitness based selection. Bias the selection by choosing the parents according to a probability distribution based on the individual fitness (in Nature better adapted individuals have a better chance to produce offsprings). Besides the uniform distribution (the classical), the following were introduced: F(pr,)) ). Phi) is the probability of element pi of being selected as parent, and P is the current population. Sorting the vector of variables. In some problems the fitness function is insensitive to the order of the elements in the vector of variables. In such problems sometimes sorting this vector by its values improves the convergence speed despite the effort involved in sorting.
Secondary fitness function. It introduces a kind of coarse and refinement steps in the comparison between two individuals (if they have equal primary fitness, preference is given to the one with better secondary fitness). In principle a single fitness function could be constructed covering both, however, the evaluation process is considerably faster and simplified with this two-step approach.
Heterogeneous-variable length chromosomes. The object variable vectors of the ES individuals are allowed to be a collection of real vectors from subspaces of different dimension. The i-tb object variable component of a population has the form:
. . ci = < <ml*,x~l:.. .:x;,,,> it is possible to make ci = I (see Section-2), thus allowing a natural representation of discretization models within an ES framework. An ES population constructed in this way encodes a collection of different discretization models, which can be evolved according to a chosen fitness criterium.
Criteria for fitness
Once a discretized information system is obtained, the predictive capability of the set of discrete attributes over a previously existing partition of the elements of the universe can be evaluated in many different ways. In an evolutionary algorithm approach, measures associated with this concept can be used as fitness function during the discretization process. The target is to find discretization schemes with the best classification ability. In this paper, the fitness functions are based on: i ) Rough Sets, ii) Joint Entropy, and iiij C4.S.
Rough Set criterium
According to Rough Set Theory [Paw82], in order to define a set some information (knowledge) about the elements of the universe is required. This is in contrast to the classical approach where the set is uniquely defined by its elements without the need of additional information in order to define their membership. The information is represented as information systems where all evaluation functions have finite domains V,. Vagueness and uncertainty are strongly related to indiscemibility and the approximation of sets. Accordingly, each vague concept (represented by a set), is replaced by a pair of precise sets called its lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation of a set consists of all objects which surely belong to the set, whereas the upper approximation of the concept consists of all objects which possibly belong to the set, according to the previous knowledge.
Formally, given any subset X of the universe U and an indiscemibility relation I, the lower and upper approximation of X are defined respectively as I * ( X ) = {x t U : The k coefficient expresses the ratio of all elements of the universe, which can be properly classified to blocks of the partition U / D , employing attributes C and will be called the degree of the dependericy. It can he used as a fitness measure of a discretization scheme, and the goal would he to maximize it.
I(x) C X}, and I , ( X )
=
Joint Entropy criterium
Let X be a set divided into k classes or categories 
--H(X,)
As in the previous case, the goal would be to find the discretization scheme maximizing this measure.
C4.5 criterium
This criterium is the one used in the C4.S algorithm for building decision trees [Qui96], and it is based on the notion of information gain. The measure is the difference between the information given by the joint entropy associated with an original partition of the set of objects, and the same joint entropy, now computed for a partition induced by the values of a selected attribute. 
G ( A , T ; X ) = H ( X ) -H ( A , T ; X )
Experiments
Data Sets
The data sets used for the experiments were selected from the repository of databases, domain theories and data generators maintained at the University of California, Irvine (http://www.ics.uci.edu/Nmlearn/MLRepository~html) [BM98] . An additional data set was used (fractal), consisting of 41,GlG samples extracted from an image mosaic containing 9 different textures in a texture-based image classification problem using 6 fractal features for texture characterization [VMEOO].
Experimental Settings
There are no standard ways 10 evaluate the results given by discretization algorithms. .The approach used here will measure the quality of a discretization model by looking at the classification error obtained, when the discretized model obtained from an original information system is used as input to a machine learning algorithm targeting the decision attribute. In order to asses both the performance of ESbased discretizations, as well as some of its properties, three kinds of experiments were conducted I ) comparison hetween classification errors obtained with machine learning methods (ID?, C4.5 and C4.5-rules) applied to discretizations obtained with the ChiMerge, MDLP methods and the ES approach on selected data sets, 2) comparison between C4.S and ES-based discretizations for a broader range of data rets. and 3) comparison between ES :discretizations with fixed criterium (rough sets in this case) hut with different selection operators.
In ( I ) classification errors on the decision attribute were evaluated according to three well known algorithms: ID3 [QuiXh], C4.5 and C4.5-Rules [Qui96]. These methods required discretized data and are appropriate for comparison purposes, done in the following way; The chosen data sets were Iris, Wine, Bupa (Table l) , and Fractal. For each data set a classical discretization technique was applied to each non-decision attribute, and the discretized data was classified with the machine learning algorithms mentioned above. The average number of classes per attribute-was computed for the two models given by the ChiMerge and the MDLP methods, and that number was used as the maximal number of categories.per attribute achievable during the ES-based discretizations. This approach is actually very conservative and clearly biased in favor of the classical methods used, as maybe a better solution with the ES-RS, ES-JE and ESC4.5 algorithms could be obtained by allowing these algorithms to explore more elaborate models w.r.1. the one given ohtained with ChiMerge and MDLP.
ES-based discretizations were computed after 25 generations using (@,A)-selection with p = 50 and X = 350. Linear probability distribution was used for the selection of new parents, and recombination was set to fitness-basedscan [BFM97], which usually gives good performance in function optimizations. The elements of the c ? vectors were in the j0.001 -0.11 range and no rotation angle vectors d
were used. In Experiment Z), the combined discretizationclassification of the C4.S algorithm was compared with a discretization using ES with C4.5 fitness as criterium (ESC4.5) (See Table 3 ), and a classification given by the C4.5 algorithm itself. In other words, the classification algorithm and the fitness criterium were according to the C4.5 algorithm, and only an ES-based discretization makes the difference. ( p + A) and ( p , A) were used, with p = 150 and X = 350. a and iu' vectors were set as above and an average of 20 generations were used. All evaluations (5-fold cross-validation classification errors) were computed with the WEKA platform [WF99] for all the data sets described in Table I. In Experiment 3 ) the purpose was to observe the hehavior of the mean number of categoriedattribute resulting from ES-based discretizations when using different selection mechanisms. The rough set criterium was fixed and the RSL library [GS94] was used as the evaluation platform. ES parameters were as in Experiment 2) above.
Results
The results obtained for Experiment 1 ) are shown in Table 2 (classification errors for the training set are included as reference). In absolute terms, 5-fold cross-validation shows that for all data sets and all the classification algorithms, the smallest errors are obtained when ES-based discretization data are used. In some cases the errors between the classical and ES-based techniques are several times higher (for example, ChiMerge vs. ESC4.5 for Wine classifying with ID3, MDLP vs. ESC4.5 for Iris, also with ID3, or MDLP vs. ES-C4.5 for Wine, with the C4.5 rules classifier). With few exceptions, the best over-all discretizations are obtained with Evolution Strategies using the C4.5 fitness criterium (ESC4.5 algorithm). The training set results suggests that ES-RS and ES-JE are probably more prone to overfitting the models. As explained in the previous section, all ES-based algorithms were not allowed to generate discretizations with a number of categoriedattribute higher results. On the other hand, with the exception of the Bupa data set, the number of categories/attribute of the ES-based discretizations is several times smaller than those given by ChiMerge and MDLP. This is a very remarkable feature, because nor only were better classification errors obtained, but also much simpler data models (and consequently simpler decision rules). This is crucial when the results are interpreted by human experts (humans have difficulty handling more than 7-9 categories simultaneously). In particular, for the case of Wine data. less than 2 categorieslatlribute were found, indicating that some irrelevant attributes were excluded from the model. This is a very interesting feature of ES-based discretizations not present in any other method.
The results obtained Cor Experiment 2) are shown in Table 3. The best classification error Cor each data set is marked with a (*), clearly indicating that ES-based discretization outperforms the C4.5 algorithm in 82.4% of the data sets (14 out of 17). Moreover, C4.5 errors are greater than ESC4.5 by an average absolute difference of 3.62 when ESC4.5 performs better, whereas when C4.5 is better (in 17.6% of the cases), the average absolute difference is only 0.35. Within the ES, in 58.82% of the cases (considering all 17), the (p, A) selection performs better than the ( p + A). If data sets are investigated individually, the results from Table 3 can be improved (all ES discretizations were computed with the same set of parameters regardless ofthe data set used). For example, according to Results for Experiment 3) are shown in Table 4 . All dependency coefficients were l (i.e. complete description of the classes of the decision attribute), and with the exception of data set (glass), the mean number of categoriedattribute created are either the same of very close, regardless of the selection mechanism. In particular, redundant attributes were discovered for the '(anneal) and (german) data sets. These preliminary results suggest that the ES-discretization is robust w.r.1 the choice of the.selection operator and also that it does not hamper the ability of discovering irrelevant attributes.
Conclusions
The results, although preliminary, show that supervised, global discretization algorilhms based on Evolution Strategies are very effective, robust, and capable of outperforning classical discretization techniques in the data mining field. Moreover, this increased performance' is obtained with discretizations having a much smaller number of categorieslattribute, therefore, with much simpler models. More accurate and easily interpretable models are highly pursued in Data Mining, thus, the property of ES-based discretization algorithms of discovering models of precisely this kind is a very remarkable one. In addition, it was found that ES-based discretization algorithms can detect irrelevant attributes as part of the discretization process (also it seems that this capability is not affected by the selection mechanism chosen). This is a feature which is not present in classical methods. The best results are obtained when the evolution strategies-based algorithm uses as fitness a C4. 
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